
SCHOOL DRESS CODE RESEARCH PAPER

Based on an examination of news coverage from to mid, this article analyzes rhetoric in favor of school dress code
policies. I illustrate how women's.

Where is the rule disallowing short or long hair cuts for women? The fact that boys are not allowed to have
long hair at this particular school is alarming, unequal, and unjustified. As for footwear, students are allowed
to wear any closed toed shoe Dallas Independent School District, , p. When adult teachers insert themselves
into the role of interpreting a teens clothing, it is they who are overtly sexualizing children Kate, 1. There are
thousands of stories all over the internet of teens being shamed, oppressed, and embarrassed by school staff for
their clothing. Just as events in several countries, the provision of school uniform presence is always inviting
pros and cons. Despite the rules being the same for every girl, teachers end up enforcing the rules more strictly
with black females, and in a way that is humiliating. This is proof from actual students attending WCHS that
dress codes in schools are not consistently enforced. A trend that was seeing more and more companies opting
for casual dress, now has companies considering a complete withdraw from this popular business fashion
Rockquemore that claims that uniforms correlate negatively with academic achievement, but data presented in
this article actually show positive correlation between uniforms and achievement for the total sample, and for
all but 1 school sector. Learn the dress codes The clothes you were are a form of communication There is a lot
of evidence that show students losing time in the class room because they are too worried about there personal
apparel. It is common for athletes to wear their uniform on game day, but it is not allowed for these three
specific sports. No girl should ever have to forfeit her education because her shirt is the wrong color or she has
a hole in her jeans. Examination of structure of argument reveals that the erroneous claim results from
misleading use of sector analysis. To make schools, safer everyone can and must help stop the violence that
goes on at school. The First Amendment - America was founded on popular sovereignty and individual
freedoms. In a lot of high schools, a girl would be ridiculed or slut shamed for dressing that way, but not at
mine. Over the years there has been confusion over what violates the dress code â€” some teachers would say
that students could wear a tank top if the he or she could fit three fingers in the width of the strap, while other
teachers would say that any type of tank top, regardless of the width of the strap, was prohibited Is this a
dilemma you face each morning. In , President Clinton called for the use of uniforms to become effective in
schools to help reduce violence, unfortunately this problem still continues The largest European country
sticking to school uniform is Great Britain. Although the effect size was small, students from schools without
uniforms reported higher self-perception scores than students from schools with uniform policies. Dress codes
are being enforced in some school districts as a means to discourage racial tensions. Not education of outfits
that show more than they hide. They fight. Included in these is the issue of school dress code. Participants
consisted of urban public middle school students and 83 teachers. It is essential to dress modestly, dress
sharply, and dress for success. He believes that one should follow the standards and norms set by the authority
unless the authority is corrupt. What makes the uniforms acceptable for a game, but not for class? Although
the institution of dress codes in public schools has prompted an open debate over Constitutional issues, the
reality is that school dress codes are being adopted more frequently all across the United States. The codes are
a problem because they do not protect children. School dress codes are denying students their right to dress
how they want, but the dress code is important for the students and their learning. The hypocrisy is
breathtaking. In , 5-year-old Cooper Barton from Oklahoma City was told to turn his University of Michigan
T-shirt inside-out because it violated school rules stating students may only wear shirts from Oklahoma
colleges and universities Hoevel, 1. What do Americans do when the freedoms given to them from birth are
restricted or taken away from them. The codes do nothing but harm and it is necessary to abolish them.


